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Channeling the Elder 
There is no way to predict what will come through in any session.  

Visit our VIDEOS area of palmofhealing.com for examples. 

Meanwhile, here is a brief example of questions and answers from one session: 

 

Questioner: We would like to know who or what are you - that is giving these answers and information? 

Elder: This is the original question… for everybody….There is no body here. There is no container other 

than this medium to receive from - this light and movement which has soul, which is messaging now. It is 

our dream to assist humankind, especially now when what you call “we” or “us” are perceived more than 

ever before…. We are in existence as focused light, with the ability to travel through a medium to explain 

and assist. We are what you call angels, or what other cultures call elders or ancients, or the originals, 

where everyone and everything comes from… always is and goes back to…. 

  

 Questioner: Have you, or any part of you, incarnated on this planet at any time? 

Elder: No. No divisions. There are no divisions…. A perceived division is an interpretation of the 

questioner's mind, but as such for inhabiting a body, it’s not possible for all. Body is a particular facet of 

life. 

 

Questioner: Why is it that some of us have to keep coming back here over and over again … we’ve had 

100,000,000,000’s of lifetimes – why this continuous loop? 

Elder: There is no loop. The yearning of the one for oneness is expressed constantly everywhere, not just 

on this earth but everywhere. There is no loop, there is only expansion and awakening…. 

  

To book your personal Channeling with the Elder session, contact us today 

Duration: by the half hour ($45), or full hour bookings ($90) 

http://www.palmofhealing.com/

